05 dodge caravan

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Only , Miles! This Dodge Caravan delivers a Gas V6 3. Just minutes away! For
more information give us a Call at or send us a Text Message at Fuel economy calculations
based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy
of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Come see this Dodge Caravan SE
while we still have it in stock! Power windows!!! Power locks!!! Cruise control!!! Call Tricia
today for a test drive or text me at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and
Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 5. Engine Type Gas 5. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 6.
Cylinders 6 cylinders 5. Interior Color Dark Brown Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. New Listing. No accidents. Showing 1
- 6 out of 6 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. We Bought the Caravan without the stow and go
seats for the comfort of the second row captian chairs. Took family to motortrend car show and
made them sit in seats for half an hour. Teenagers appreciated the comfort of captain chairs
and the entertainment DVD system. This is a life saver on long road trips. Have , on the van with
ALOT of road trips. No problems whatsoever. Replaced Battery once, brakes every 40, miles,
and the ERG once at 85, OEM tires lasted 65, miles, replaced with Michelins. Good value and no
problems--would buy buy again if they didn't switch to stow and go seats. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. With the Dodge Caravan , P is going to have the same meaning as it would in any
other vehicle. While there are several issues that can throw the P code in the Caravan, the most
common issue is either going to be carbon buildup on the EGR valve, the EGR valve itself going
bad , or wiring issues. Most of the time, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine
soon light itself. The only exception to this is going to be when the EGR valve gets stuck open
or stays shut and then throws the code. Depending on whether the EGR Valve is stuck open or
stuck closed is going to affect which of these symptoms are present. If the EGR is stuck shut
you may experience pinging and detonation. This should be looked at by someone qualified to
diagnose straight away. Detonation can lead to engine damage. It is very likely that the EGR
valve itself is the cause of P It may be stuck open or shut. When it fails to recirculate this gas it
can raise the combustion chamber temperature. If you end up determining that you need a new
EGR valve, they are relatively affordable. It is often possible to clean the EGR valve and be on
your way. If it is damaged, repairing it should solve the problem. How to Diagnose Electrical
Problems in a Car aa1car. There can be other things that cause P other than wiring and the EGR
valve itself. But, they are not very likely. Please feel free to leave a comment below if there is
anything that you would like to add that can improve this article. P Symptoms: Dodge Caravan
Most of the time, the only symptom of P is going to be the service engine soon light itself. EGR
Stuck Open or Shut- In that scenario, the engine will typically idle rough, have higher intake
temperatures, and more exhaust emissions. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Al with Greg Sweet Auto Group went above and beyond to try and find me a
Chevy Traverse by checking his lot along with any contacts in the near area he had. The only
one he found was not a fit for me so i did not end up purchasing the vehicle but he was a great
help! Jeff and Steve were wonderful to deal with. Helpful and straight forward. They dealt fairly
and above board. I will go back there for my next car,. Terrible, I called ahead asking to have the
car parked in a dry area, since it was raining. I get there still out in the rain, good thing though,
because the roof leaks. The differentials made a grinded noise when put in gear and told me it
was the brakes? This vehicle was "supposed" to have had a point inspection? What they
inspect I have no idea. I was set up to meet with Chris he said he would be with me soon after
arriving for my appointment. Great experience. The sales person Brandon? I am very pleased
with the level of service I was provided by Cars of Kentucky. They were great to help me get in a
suv I would recommend them to everyone and just want to say thanks. I requested more photos
and information Which they did and they followed up with a phone call to make sure I got what I
requested. I asked them some specific questions regarding a vehicle. All I got back was a
generic reply without the info I was asking for. I will never contact these losers again. The
dealership contacted me just hours after requesting information about a vehicle. Unfortunately
the vehicle I was interested in sold that morning but I did very much appreciate the follow up
from the dealership. They also recommended another car within the same price range that they
thought might interest me. Honest dealers who choose not to play the used car game. Their
salesman are paid hourly, not by commission, so the sticker price is the actual price of the car.

The truck that I wanted was at a body shop and they said that I would have to wait till they got
finished with before I could buy it. Dishonesty about the vehicle and ownership. Man "helping"
was unfriendly, unhelpful, and acted as if he didn't want to be there. He gave us an offer on the
car and we agreed. He later said that he "didn't mean to go that low" so he rescinded the offer
and would not give us the vehicle at that price. The experience I had here was amazing. This
was my first time buying a car and he helped me through it! He even gave me ride to the
dealership so I could drive the car back home! His prices are very reasonable and he very
understanding. This was probably the best place I could have gotten my first car. I recommend
him to everyone! Adam's Cars website was very informative and user-friendly. When we
inquired about the availability of a car he quickly responded. Although he had just sold the car
we were looking at, Adam helped us to find a car we liked even more that was in our budget.
After test drive, purchasing process was very quick and efficient and Julian was very
personable. I would definitely share with my family and friends. For years, Chrysler heard
complaints from drivers about how cumbersome it was to remove the heavy rear seats from its
Dodge Caravan minivan. It took them a while, but in , the Dodge Caravan introduced Stow 'n Go
seating, a fast and easy way to reconfigure the second and third rows of this minivan. Where
Honda Odyssey had been doing this for a while, the Caravan is the first minivan to offer it in the
second row as well as the third row. The setup allows for a multitude of seating configurations.
Seats fold absolutely flat into the floor, or can be split where one is down and another is up. The
third row seats can be turned to face the rear. When the seats are up, the floor compartments
act as alternative storage. Stow 'n Go is a big hit with owners and earns high ratings from
experts, but is available only in the Grand Caravan models. Also new in the Caravan are minor
surface changes to the grille, fog lights, and new back seats. Inside are optional side airbags for
all seating, more cushiony seats, and reclining seats in the second and third row. And if you
could possibly need any more storage options, an overhead rail allows you to attach a DVD
screen and removable storage bins. Pretty soon they'll find a way to put storage bins in the
steering wheel as well. The optional UConnect, attached to the audio system, is a hands-free
wireless connection to your cell phone. People buy minivans for their storage capacity, and this
probably explains why the Dodge Caravan has maintained its top position for 20 years despite
complaints of an underpowered engine and constant repairs. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge
Caravan listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. Request Information. CarGurus User.
Private Seller: Uzma. Houston, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How

important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of
Contents. Dodge stratus sedan automobile owner's manual pages. This manual has been
prepared with the assistance of service and engineering specialists to acquaint you with Engine
exhaust, some of its constituents, and certain vehicle components contain or emit chemicals
known the operation and maintenance of your new vehicle. It is to the State of California to
cause cancer and birth supplemented by a Warranty Information Booklet and defects or other
reproductive harm. If you do not read this entire manual you may miss important information.
Any modifications or alterations to this vehicle could seriously affect its roadworthiness and
safety and may lead to an accident resulting in serious injury or death. Ask your dealer for these
numbers and keep them in a safe place. Always been turned off. System serviced, bring all
vehicle keys with you to the dealer. Insert a blank Sentry Key into the ignition switch and
General Information turn the ignition switch ON within 60 seconds. Close all doors and place
the key in the ignition a door is open, as a reminder to remove the key. NOTE: Do not touch the
battery terminals that are on the back housing or the printed circuit board. With the transmitter
buttons facing down, use a thin coin to pry the two halves of the transmitter apart. To
reassemble the transmitter case snap two halves To arm the system: Remove the key from the
ignition together. If this occurs, disarm the system. A single chime will sound to signify that you
have The power sliding door may also be opened by pressing successfully completed the
programming. To open the liftgate, insert the key into the lock and turn to the right. The key
must be held in the unlocked position for the liftgate to open. Power Liftgate â€” If Equipped
The power liftgate may be opened manually or by using the button on the remote keyless entry
transmitter. If the liftgate is not in the full open or close positions it must During power
operation, personal injury or cargo be opened or closed manually. Wind buffeting can be
described as the perception of Press the window switch past the detent, release, and the
pressure on the ears or a helicopter type sound in the window will go down automatically.
These include the front and rear seat belts for the driver and all passengers, front airbags for
both the driver and front passenger, driver inflatable knee blocker and if equipped, window bags
for the driver and passengers seated next to a window. Everyone in a motor vehicle should be
belted at all times. Seat inside or outside of a vehicle. In a collision, belts are designed to go
around the large bones of people riding in these areas are more likely to be your body. Enter the
vehicle and close the door. Sit back and adjust the seat. The seat belt latch plate is near the
seatback of the front seats and next to your arm in the rear seats. Grasp the latch plate and pull
out the belt. To release the belt, push the red button on the buckle. The upper anchorage can be
adjusted upward by If necessary, slide the latch plate down the webbing to pushing anywhere
on the anchorage. When you release the anchorage, try to move it up or down to make sure that
it is locked in position. Sliding The Latch Plate 4. The center seating positions have a lap belt
only. Using a seat belt extender when not needed can increase the risk of injury in a collision.
Only use when the lap belt is not long enough when it is worn low and snug, and in the
recommended seating positions. This vehicle may also be equipped with a driver inflat- able
knee blocker located on the instrument panel below the steering column. Window Do not put
anything on or around the airbag covers or attempt to manually open them. The airbags work
with your seat belt to restrain you properly. The front airbag inflators are designed to provide
different rates of airbag inflation. When the ORC impact option detects a collision requiring the
Driver and the side impact sensors with side impact option Inflatable Knee Blocker , it signals
the inflator unit. If the PAD category is a child. Also, when the seat is empty or an indicator light
comes on when an adult is in the passen- object that weighs less than a predetermined
threshold is ger seat, have the passenger re-position themselves in the placed on the seat, the
light will remain OFF. When the ocs system detects an adult the Equipped is located beneath
the front passenger seat. PAD indicator light will be off, and the airbag will be The OCM
classifies the occupant into one of three size enabled. If you are involved in another If the
airbags and seat belt pertensioners deploy after an collision, the airbags will not be in place to
protect you. Modifications to any part of the airbag system could cause it to fail when you need
it. While Operating instructions for this seat are included with the the airbag system is designed
to be mainte- seat. Everyone in your vehicle needs to be buckled up at all times â€” babies and
children, too. Every state in the In a collision, an unrestrained child, even a tiny United States
and all Canadian provinces require that baby, can become a missile inside the vehicle. Two
LATCH child restraint anchor- age systems are installed on all second-row seats and in the
center position on all 3rd row store in the floor seats. An incorrectly anchored tether strap could
lead to When using the tether anchorages in the center position increased head motion and
possible injury to the on 3rd row store in the floor seating, ensure that the strap child. Many, but

not all, restraint systems will be equipped with Improper installation of a child restraint to the
separate straps on each side, with each having a hook or LATCH anchorages can lead to failure
of an infant or connector and a means for adjusting the tension in the Locate the child restraint
tether anchor on the floor 2. Extend the child restraint tether anchor forward to- just behind the
front passenger seat. If necessary, raise the passenger seat head restraint to allow the tether
strap to be routed under the head restraint. Route the tether strap beneath the head restraint
between the two head restraint posts. Ensure that the child restraint tether strap is centered
between the two head restraint posts. If necessary, reposition the seat head restraint. Inspect
the tether anchor strap for nicks, abrasions, The vehicle tether anchor is designed to be used
discoloration, and loose threads. If these, or any other with a child restraint only. Exhaust Gas
Wide open throttle acceleration in low gear can be detrimental and should be avoided. The
engine oil installed in the engine at the factory is a high quality energy conserving type
lubricant. If there is any question regarding belt or retractor condition, replace the belt. Check
turn signal and high Tires beam indicator lights on the instrument panel. Examine tires for
excessive tread wear or uneven wear patterns. The mirror should be adjusted Adjust the mirror
to center on the view through the rear while set in the day position toward windshield. To avoid
damage to the mirror during cleaning, never spray any cleaning solution directly onto the
mirror. Apply the solution onto a clean cloth and wipe the mirror clean. Adjust the outside
mirror to center on the adjacent lane of traffic, with a slight overlap of the view obtained on the
Vehicles and other objects seen in the right side inside mirror. This feature is activated
whenever you turn on the Rear Window Defrost. When pin number. You will not need to
remember this pin prompted for the phone number you wish to dial, say number after the initial
registration process. The adjusting bar is located under the front of the seat. Adjust the seat
only while the vehicle is parked. Adjusting a seat while the vehicle is moving is dangerous. Do
not place any article under a power seat or impede its ability to move as it may cause damage to
the seat controls. The controls for the heated seats are located on the instrument panel above
the radio. Do not ride with the seatback reclined so that the shoulder belt is no longer resting
against your chest. To Fold Second Row Seats 1. Move the front seat fully forward, lower the
head restraint and raise the armrests on the second row seat. Pull up on the seatback recliner
lever located on the 4. Pull rearward on the release strap located at the rear of outboard side of
the seat and fold the seatback down. Pull up on the seatback recliner lever located on the To
Unfold Second Row Seats outboard side of the seat, to return the seatback to its full 1. Open the
storage bin cover. Lower the head restraint to its full down position. Pull up on the assist strap
to lift the seat out of the storage bin and push the seat forward until the anchors latch. Adjust
the head restraint to the desired position. In a collision, you or others in your vehicle could be
injured if seats are not properly latched to their floor attachments. To restore the seat to its
upright position, lift up on the Tailgate Mode seatback and push forward until the anchors latch.
To tilt the seat on vehicles equipped with quad seats, pull up on the release handle located on
the outboard side of the seat and tilt the seat fully forward. Pull up on the seatback release lever
located on the 4. Pull up on the release handle and tumble the seat fully outboard side of the
seat and fold the seatback down. If forward. Pull the release bar located at the bottom front edge
of To reinstall the seat, remove any obstructions from the the seat to disengage the front
attachments. To remove the seat, squeeze each release handle and rotate downwards to deploy
the wheels. A lock indicator button pops up when the seat is unlocked. If not properly latched,
the bench seats could be- come loose. Personal injuries could result. After reinstalling these
seats, be sure the red indicator button on the release handles return into the handles. Normal
Seatingâ€” 3. Additional Storageâ€” The 2nd and 3rd row seats are installed. The 3rd row The
2nd and 3rd row seats installed. The 3rd row bench bench seat is in the full rear position on the
tracks. Auxiliary Seatingâ€” The middle quad seats are removed from the vehicle. The 3â€”
passenger bench seat can be installed in either the second or third row. Increased Storageâ€”
Increased storage area is provided by folding either or both seatbacks. This position is intended
only to increase available If the seat is not occupied, the seatback can be folded cargo area
without requiring removal of the seats. To open the hood, two latches must be released. Head
restraints from one seating position should not instrument panel. Lower the hood until it is
open approximately 30 cm 12 inches and then drop it. This also turns on all instrument panel
on, rotating the dimmer control lighting. Rotate the end of the lever to select the desired wiper
speed. If Sudden loss of visibility through the windshield could another washer cycle is desired
the end of the lever must lead to an accident. To tilt the column, pull the small lever, located
behind the turn signal control, toward you and move the wheel up Tilting the steering column
while the vehicle is or down, as desired. Drivers must be careful when backing up even when
using the Rear Park Assist System. The adjust- able pedal system is designed to allow a greater
range of driver comfort for steering wheel tilt and seat position. Your vehicle could go too fast

for the conditions, and you could lose control. An accident could be the result. If your vehicle is
equipped with This display provides the outside temperature and one of Remote Keyless Entry,
the lights will also turn on when eight compass readings to indicate the direction the the unlock
button on the transmitter is pressed. Do not place any external magnets, such as magnetic roof
mount antennas, in the vicinity of the compass. Press this button to convert the display from U.
The overhead console and climate control displays will be in the selected units. NOTE: When
programming a garage door opener, it is A moving garage door can cause injury to people and
advised to park outside the garage. Some vehicles may pets in the path of the door. People or
pets could be require the ignition switch to be turned to the second or seriously or fatally
injured. Vehicle exhaust contains carbon monoxide, a danger- ous gas. Exhaust gas can cause
seri- ous injury or death. Your motorized door or gate will open and close while you are training
the Universal Transceiver. Position the end of your hand-held transmitter 5. Press and hold the
just trained HomeLink button and inches cm away from the HomeLink buttons while observe
the indicator light. If the indicator light stays on keeping the indicator light in view. Firmly press
and release the learn or smart button. The indicator light will flash slowly and then rapidly.
Proceed with the indicator light begins to flash-after 20 seconds. Programming step four to
complete. Press and hold the button located to the right of the The sunshade can be opened
manually. Wind buffeting can be described as the perception of pressure on the ears or a
helicopter type sound in the In an accident, there is a greater risk of being thrown ears. The
upper outlet is controlled by the ignition switch and the lower outlet is connected directly to the
battery. The automatic circuit breaker restores power when the overload is removed. Place the
container to be held into one of the cupholders and then push the arm toward Instrument Panel
Cup Holders the container until the container is held stable. To install the ash receiver, slide the
forward convenience tray that has been designed to hold miscel- edge into the convenience tray
opening and push down laneous small items. There are also dual underseat cupholders for the
2nd seat passengers. The overhead rail system contains provisions for three overhead storage
bins. In a collision, you or others in your vehicle could be injured if the storage bins are not
properly latched to the Overhead Rail System. It can be removed from the vehicle by pulling the
release handle inside the floor console. Pull up on the release handle and slide 1. Open the floor
console lid and lift the cell phone the console forward to engage the front of the console holder
upward. It can be placed between either the front seats or middle seats. Plug in the power cord
for the cellular phone into the outlet located in the bottom of the forward console bin 1. Open
the front lid and remove the cell phone holder and reinstall the cell phone holder. The front
seats must be moved slightly forward of the rearmost position. If the rear seats are removed no
front seat adjustment is needed and more than one 4x8 sheet of building material may be
stored. Once the cross bar is in place, retighten the thumb screws to lock the cross bar into
position. Improperly secured loads can fly off the not exceed the maximum roof rack load
capacity vehicle, particularly at high speeds, resulting in of 68 kg lbs. The automatic load
leveling system will provide a level riding vehicle under most passenger and cargo loading Do
not install the load leveling system on vehicles conditions. Ve- hicles without Anti-Lock Brakes
ABS have a A hydraulic pump contained within the shock absorbers height-sensing
proportioning valve. Fuel Gauge Driving on a significantly underinflated tire causes the The
pointer shows the level of fuel in the fuel tank when tire to overheat and can lead to tire failure.
Low Fuel Light 6. Door Ajar Light When the fuel level reaches approximately 3. Airbag Light This
light turns on and remains on for 6 to 8 as soon as possible to restore the benefits of Anti-Lock
seconds as a bulb check when the ignition brakes. Seat Belt Reminder Light Vehicle Theft
Alarm Light â€” If Equipped When the ignition switch is first turned ON, this This light will flash
for approximately 15 sec- light will turn on for 5 to 8 seconds as a bulb check. A hot engine
cooling system is dangerous. You or Driving with a hot engine cooling system could others
could be badly burned by steam or boiling damage your vehicle. If temperature gauge reads H ,
coolant. Malfunction Indicator Light Park. This light is part of an onboard diagnostic system
called OBD that monitors engine and automatic Oil Pressure Warning Light transmission
control systems. Trac Off Indicator â€” If Equipped This display indicator should illuminate for
approxi- a normal condition. The system will remain disabled for mately four seconds as a bulb
check when the ignition about 4 minutes until the brakes have cooled. A digital readout shows
the time in hours and They mainly affect the wave amplitude, Your new radio will provide
excellent reception under and thus remain a part of the AM reception. They most operating
conditions. Opening a vehicle front door NOTE: Power to operate the radio is controlled by the
will cancel this feature. If you press and hold the button, terial, for example Rock Music. The
display will Press the top of the SEEK button for the next selection on show the track number
and index time in minutes and the CD. Scan Button Seek Button Press this button to play the
first 10 seconds of each track. Turn the Classical Classicl volume control to the right to increase

the volume. The radio will and rear speakers. Press the FADE button in and it will pause for 5
seconds at each listenable station before pop out. When power is restored to the Press the RW
button down momentarily to reverse the tape player, the pinch roller will automatically reengage
tape direction. The tape will rewind until the button is and the tape will resume play. The
following fast forward until FF is released. The RW Reverse will be displayed in this order: After
three seconds, the button works in a similar manner. Turn the volume control clockwise to
increase the volume. NOTE: Power to operate the radio is controlled by the ignition switch. To
Set The Radio Push-Button Memory The current channel name and number will then be When
you are receiving a station that you wish to displayed until an action occurs. Press the Scan
button to scan through each track on the CD currently playing. If you have ejected a disc and
have not removed it within 15 seconds, it will be reloaded. Turn the the radio will continue to
tune until you release the volume control clockwise to increase the volume. Press the bottom of
the button to return to the fast forward until FF is released. Satellite Radio if equipped. Play can
be resumed Random Play RND Press the Random button to play the tracks on the when the
operating temperature is corrected or another selected disc in random order for an interesting
change of MODE is selected. Insert the CD while the light above the chosen button is flashing
and the two lights on either side of the slot are illuminated. Upon insertion, the CD will begin to
play, and both the button light and the lights in the corner of the loading slot will illuminate.
Press the bottom of the button once to return Program Button 4 Random Play to the beginning
of the current track. The premium version in- cludes a six disc changer, remote control and two
sets of wireless headphones. On vehicles equipped with the premium version, are loaded.
Headphone Transmitter 2. Return 5. Setup 6. Mute 8. Display 9. Mode Program Down - Previous
Disc Program Up - Next Disc Press this Enter button to return to the previous menu when in the
DVD Light disc menu mode. Press this This button only functions in DVD video mode. Press
this button once to pause the video, press a second time to button to advance the video. Screen
Width Button Changes the width of the screen picture. Enter Button This button will enter the
selection from the on-screen menu. Brightness Button Changes the brightness of the screen
picture. An indicator light will illuminate on the head- phone earpiece to indicate the
headphones are ON. If you do not hear sound coming from the headphones, check for the
following conditions: 1. Credit card information. Your Vehicle Identification Number. Keep the
cassette tape in its case to protect from Pressing the top of the switch once will go to the next
slackness and dust when it is not in use. Pressing the bottom of the switch once 3. To prevent
this, you should 4. Do not use solvents such as benzine, thinner, cleaners, periodically clean
the head with a commercially available or antistatic sprays. WET cleaning cassette. Store the
disc in its case after playing. As preventive maintenance, clean the head about every 6. Each of
these outlets can be individually adjusted to direct the flow of air. Moving the air vane knob on
the center outlets down, will close off the air flow from the center outlets. A slight amount of air
is also directed through the side window demister outlets. NOTE: In many temperature lever
positions, the bi- level mode is designed to provide cooler air out of the panel outlets and
warmer air from the floor outlets. A slight amount of air is Air comes from the floor, defrost and
side window directed through the defrost and side window demister demist outlets. This is done
to assist in Defrost Mode drying the air and it will help in keeping the windows from fogging.
The system will then driver and passenger. Based on the sensor input, the automatically
regulate the amount of air flow. Next, dial system automatically adjusts the air temperature, the
air in the temperature you would like the system to maintain flow volume, and amount of
outside air recirculation. If any one feature is controlled manually, the remaining features will
continue to operate automati- cally. The left blower control knob can be set to any fixed blower
speed by rotating the knob from low to high. NOTE: In many temperature positions, the bi-level
mode is designed to provide cooler air out of the panel outlets and warmer air from the floor
outlets. Defrost mode must be manually selected to clear the windshield and side glass. The
recirculation symbol will Temperature Control System is on the front ATC control illuminate in
the display when this button is selected. Select the temperature you would like the system to
maintain by pressing the Rear Temperature Control button. Refer system lubrication to
minimize the possibility of com- to section 7, Maintenance Procedures, of this manual for
pressor damage when the system is started again. Window Fogging Winter Operation Vehicle
windows tend to fog on the inside in mild rainy Strong odors can not be totally filtered out.
Press and hold the button for as long as spray is desired. When this button is pressed and the
ignition Adding Washer Fluid switch is in the ON position, the rear wiper will The fluid reservoir
for the windshield washers and the operate at a fixed interval of about 8 seconds. A light will
show that the defroster is on. The defroster automati- cally turns off after about 10 minutes of
operation. If your vehicle is equipped with Infrared Three-Zone Automatic Temperature Control
the rear defroster sym- bol will show in the display screen when the rear To avoid damaging the

electrical conductors of the rear window defroster, do not use scrapers, sharp instruments, or
abrasive window cleaners on the interior surface of the window. Labels can be peeled off after
soaking with warm water. If the engine has not started Long periods of engine idling, especially
at high within 3 seconds, slightly depress the accelerator pedal engine speeds, can cause
excessive exhaust tempera Page 3. The idle speed will automatically decrease as the engine
warms up. To prevent damage to the starter, do not crank the engine for more than 15 seconds
at a time. Wait 10 to 3. Do not attempt to push or tow your vehicle to get it Never pour fuel or
other flammable liquid into the started. Vehicles equipped with an automatic trans- throttle body
air inlet opening in an attempt to start mission cannot be started this way. Remember to
disconnect the cord before driving. Damage to the volt electrical cord could cause
electrocution. This system prevents the key from being removed unless the shift lever is in
PARK. Your dealer has diagnostic equip- Reset Mode - Electronic Transmission The
transmission is monitored electronically for abnor- ment to determine if the problem could
recur. If a condition is detected that could cause If the transmission cannot be reset, dealer
service is damage, the transmission automatically shifts into sec- required. This range
eliminates shifts into Overdrive. This is done to prevent transmission damage due to
overheating. Be sure the parking brake is fully disengaged before driving: failure to do so can
lead to brake failure, and The parking brake should always be applied when the an accident. The
light will come on when the activation of the Brake Warning Lamp. The Traction Control System
reduces wheel slip and maintains traction at the driving front wheels. The Continued operation
with reduced power steering system reduces wheel slip by engaging the brake on the assist
could pose a safety risk to yourself and others. This is to prevent overheating of the brake
system and is a normal condition. Tires designed to this standard have Tire Markings the tire
size molded into the sidewall beginning with the section width. The letter P is absent from this
tire size designation. Loading The vehicle maximum load on the tire must not exceed the load
carrying capacity of the tire on your vehicle. Determine the combined weight of luggage and
cargo trailer tongue weight if applicable should never exceed being loaded on the vehicle. That
weight may not safely the weight referenced here. Overloading of your tires is dangerous. Use
tires of the Improperly inflated tires are dangerous and can cause accidents. These pressure
con- 2. Do not make a visual judgement Check tire pressures more often if subject to a wide
range when determining proper inflation. Radial tires may look of outdoor temperatures, as tire
pressures vary with properly inflated even when they are underinflated. The manufacturer
advocates driving at safe speeds within posted speed limits. Where speed limits or condi- High
speed driving with your vehicle under maxi- tions are such that the vehicle can be driven at high
mum load is dangerous. Since this tire has limited tread life, the original tire should be repaired
or replaced and rein- Combining radial ply tires with other types of tires stalled at the first
opportunity. The limited use spare tires are for emergency use Fast spinning tires can be
dangerous. Forces gener- only. Installation of this limited use spare tire affects ated by
excessive wheel speeds may cause tire dam- vehicle handling. They should be inspected
regularly for wear and correct cold tire inflation pressure. The manu- facturer strongly
recommends that you use tires equiva- lent to the originals in size, quality and performance
when replacement is needed see the paragraph on tread wear indicators. Some combinations of
may result in false speedometer and odometer read- unapproved tires and wheels may change
suspen- ings. Proper balancing will reduce vibration and less detected in one or more tires.
Operation is subject to the following conditions: United States. The use of premium gasoline
will provide shown in the following diagram. Light spark knock at low engine speeds is not
harmful to your engine. Use of these blends may result in starting and driveability Reformulated
gasolines contain oxygenates, and are spe- problems and may damage critical fuel system comcifically blended to reduce vehicle emissions and im If the vehicle is resulting from the use of
such fuels or additives is not stopped in an open area with the engine running for the
responsibility of the manufacturer. Fuel Filler Cap Gas Cap Damage to the fuel system or
emission control The gas cap is behind the fuel filler door on the left side system could result
from using an improper fuel of the vehicle. If the gas cap is not secured properly the the vehicle
when the gas cap is removed or the Malfunction Indicator Light will turn on. It is important that
you distribute the load evenly over the front and rear axles. Because the front wheels drive and
steer the vehicle, it is important that you do not exceed the maximum Overloading can cause
potential safety hazards and front or rear GAWR. Total lbs lbs GAWR lbs lbs Push the switch a
second time to turn off the instrument panel above the radio. In any of the following situations,
you can reduce the potential for overheating by taking the appropriate ac- Driving with a hot
cooling system could damage tion. You may want to call a service center if your Getting under a
jacked-up vehicle is dangerous. Also remove the tool pouch behind the rear left side trim panel
in the rear cargo area. Loosen but do not remove the wheel lug nuts by turning them to the left

one turn while the wheel is still on the ground. Getting under a jacked-up vehicle is dangerous.
The The winch mechanism is designed for use with the vehicle could slip off the jack and fall on
you. Use of an air wrench or other could be crushed. The jack is to be located, engaging the
flange, between the pair of tabs Raising the vehicle higher than necessary can make closest to
the wheel to be changed. A loose deflated flat tire thrown forward in a Finish tightening the lug
nuts. Push down on the collision or hard stop could injure the occupants in wrench while
tightening for increased leverage. A loose jack, thrown forward in a collision or hard Stow the
jack, jack handle and winch handle tools. Always stow the com- pact spare tire with the cover
assembly in the place provided. Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the For vehicles
equipped with fold-in-floor seating, the vehicle close to moving traffic. Pull up on the lever to
spare tire is stowed under the rear of the vehicle by release the cover. Fit the jack handle over
the drive nut. Rotate the nut to the left until the spare is on the ground with enough slack cable
to allow you to pull the tire out from under the vehicle. A loose tire or jack, thrown forward in a
collision or Do not use a hammer or force to install the wheel covers. Do not attempt to push or
tow your vehicle to get it started. Make sure you have Rapid acceleration on slippery surfaces is
danger- a good contact on the engine. Slow down if road has standing water or puddles.
Replace tires when tread wear indicators first become Fast spinning tires can be dangerous.
Forces gener- visible. Page 2. Besides the maintenance items for which there are fixed
maintenance intervals, there are other items that should You can be badly injured working on or
around a Checking the oil while the vehicle is on level ground will improve the accuracy of the
oil level readings. This symbol means that the oil has Lubricants which do not have both, the
engine oil certi- been certified by the American fication mark and the correct SAE viscosity
grade num- Petroleum Institute API. If you chose to use Engine Oil Filter such a product, use
only those oils that meet the Ameri- The engine oil filter should be replaced at every engine For
proper type of replacement spark which could result in belt failure. However, it is im- portant to
keep the engine properly tuned to assure The air cleaner can provide a measure of protection
proper catalyst operation and prevent possible catalyst in the case of engine backfire. You will
never have to add water, nor is periodic maintenance required. This service should battery that
the positive cable is attached to the include cleaning of the condenser fins and a system
positive post and the negative cable is attached to How- approved by the manufacturer for your
air condi- ever, the manufacturer recommends that air conditioning tioning system. If grease.
Apply a small The fluid reservoir for the windshield washers and the amount of a high quality
lubricant such as Mopar Lock rear window washer is shared. Open seams or loose connections
could permit exhaust fumes to seep into the passenger compartment. If ingested by a child,
contact a physician immediately. If antifreeze needs to be bottle. If replacement is ever
necessary, install collapsed. ONLY the correct type thermostat. Other designs may Inspect all
hose connections such as clamps and cou- result in unsatisfactory cooling performance. Riding
the brakes can lead to brake failure and Inspect all hose connections such as clamps and coupossibly an accident. Driving with your foot resting plings to make sure they are secure and no
leaks are or riding on the brake pedal can result in abnormally present. Eventual deterioration of
the hose Overfilling of fluid is not recommended because it may can take place resulting in a
possibility of a burst failure. Electronic Fuel Injection high pressure fuel systems are designed
with hoses which have unique material charac- Overfilling the brake fluid reservoir can result in
teristics to provide adequate sealing and resist attack by spilling brake fluid on hot engine parts
and the deteriorated gasoline. Remove the dipstick and determine if the fluid is hot The fluid
level in the automatic transmission should be or warm. Operation with is the normal operating
temperature after the vehicle has an improper fluid level will greatly reduce the life of the been
driven at least 15 miles 24 km. Do not overfill. Dirt and water in the transmission can cause
serious damage. Always wash your ve- Do not use abrasive or strong cleaning materials hicle in
the shade using a mild car wash soap, and such as steel wool or scouring powder, which will
rinse the panels completely with clear water. Care should be taken to avoid 1. Remove all dirt
with a wet soft rag. A mild soap soaking your leather upholstery with any liquid. Please solution
may be used, do not use high alcohol content or do not use polishes, oils, cleaning fluids,
solvents, deter- abrasive cleaners. Do not spray cleaner lukewarm water. Do not remove the
belts from the car to directly on the mirror. After one hour pull the drawer from the water and dip
it back into the water about six times. This will loosen any remaining debris. Rinse the drawer
thoroughly un- der warm running water. Shake the excess water from the drawer and dry the
outer surfaces with a clean soft cloth. Headlights All of the interior bulbs are glass wedge base
or glass 1. Remove the three screws securing the headlight mod- cartridge types. Aluminum
base bulbs are not approved ule. Turn the bulb socket retaining ring or the bulb assem- NOTE:
On some vehicles it may be necessary to slide bly counterclockwise. Do not touch the new bulb
with your fingers. Remove the three screws securing the headlight mod- ule. Replace bulb,

reinstall socket and then reinstall the headlight module. Twist the turn signal socket to remove
from the headlight module and pull bulb from socket. Reach behind the front fascia from under
the vehicle. Raise the liftgate. Twist the front fog light bulb to remove from the fog light housing.
Pull the bulb out of the socket. Replace the bulb and License Light reattach the lens assembly.
Remove the two lens assembly mounting screws. Use only recommended brake fluids. Chec
73 flexplate replacement
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king the oil level while the vehicle is on level ground will improve the accu- NOTE: Most
vehicles are operated under the conditions racy of the oil level reading. Rotate Tires Inspect the
brake linings. Inspect the engine air cleaner filter, replace if necessary. Change the automatic
transmission fluid and filter. Inspect the engine air cleaner filter, replace if neces- sary. Replace
the air conditioning filter. Chrysler, Dodge, or Jeep dealer. Visa, Mas- these practical manuals
make it easy for students and tercard, American Express, and Discover orders are actechnicians to find and fix problems on computer- cepted. The traction grade is based on
braking straight- The temperature grade is established for a tire that is ahead traction tests and
does not include cornering properly inflated and not overloaded. Excessive turning
performance. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

